Data Entry FAQ for www.BengalPedigrees.com
To enter a cat to Bengal Pedigrees first check to make sure that both parents are already in the system. If they aren't you
will need to submit them before submitting the cat you originally intended. If the grandparents are also not in the system
you will need to go back in the pedigree and submit the missing cats by starting with cats that are already in the system.
You will want to have the following information ready to input a cat:
1.
Registration Number (TICA, ACFA, FIFe, LOOL, etc. are accepted but must be unique, you will get a green
"Proceed" message if it is unique)
2.
Title (if any, optional)
3.
Cattery Prefix (from the owner of the dam, optional but preferred)
4.
Cat's Name
5.
Cattery Suffix (from the owner of the cat, optional)
6.
Registration Color (optional but preferred)[NOTE: a brown spotted tabby is entered as Black/Brown Spotted Tabby,
Silver as Black/Silver Spotted Tabby, Lynx as Seal Lynx Point Spotted Tabby etc the same applies to marbles, it is what is
on the registration certificate]
7.
Descriptive Color (optional)[NOTE: This is where you have the option entering additional phenotype information like
sorrel spotted, golden spotted, clear coated]
8.
Cat's sex
9.
Cat's Date of Birth
10. Sire's registration number (if it is in the system you will get a green "Proceed" message)
11. Dam's registration number (if it is in the system you will get a green "Proceed" message)
12. Cat's breed [NOTE: should be Bengal, Bengal Brown Whited, Bengal Longhair]
13. Eye color (nice but optional)
14. Your email address
Input the information into the appropriate input boxes at:
http://www.bengalpedigrees.com/newcat.php which can also be found from the home page by clicking on the "Click to
submit a new cat" link that is located there.

